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JPY 1,900Neck shutter

®

•size ： 230mm～460mm
•reversible

JPY 2,360Neck shutter G
•size ： 230mm～490mm

¥1,900yenNeck shutter ME

Neck shutter

•size ： 230mm～460mm

JPY 1,700
•size ： 130mm～300mm
・reversible

JPY 2,100
erueruNeck shutter minimini

•size：370mm～600mm
・reversible
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New! !

̶ SMALL SIZE ̶ ̶ BIG SIZE ̶

【Back】【Back】【Front】【Front】

商標登録済 5,172.824
立体商標登録済 6,306.304

Discomfort caused by hair cutting and water
when shampooing aren’t be enter through 
the collar of the cloth.

The rubber that developed for Neck shutters 
has been improved and durability are updating 
everyday.

For childen with thin necks.

“Designing print Neck shutters.”

The patterns of desighs are creates 
a beautiful face.
There is no handle around the neck and it 
will not interfere with cutting.The silicon 
rubber that has been specially developed.
an excellent fit and a smooth.

Patterns printing 
are only on the 
surface.

For those with thicker of the necks.



Excellent attentive
500 sheets　JPY3,800
（size 150mm×75mm）

5set  JPY3,000
（1set on the left and right）

COUPON  TICKET

20%OFF

COUPON  TICKET

10%OFF

SHAMPOO BODY

●size : 310mm × 230mm

1piece　JPY 5,700
2piece　JPY 9,600

●No stress with gel cushion. ●The length of the sucker can be adiusted 
  a ccording to the shape of the shampoo 
  bowls.

●size : 290mm × 210mm

SYANTY
1piece　JPY 5,700

An etiquette sheet that is active as a service from the 
salon that thankful to costomers.
even after leaving the store.Also the back of sheet can 
be printed with an inkjet printer can be used as an original 
item. “Introduction card,discount coupons,ets”

Peel off a weak 
sticky sheet and use. Example of back side printing. Front.

Protect from the hair dyeing 
treatment, Ear cover. 

One size fits all and avaiable 
to use manytimes and reducing 
costs.

KETORI-KAMI



SHT- Roll
JPY 13,500

SHT- Shrink
JPY 11,000

SHT- Cath
JPY 12,800
■size：200×120×60㎜
■5scissors • SHT-Belt2・211g

■size ：265×110×70㎜
■6scissors • SHT-Belt2・199g

■size：180×135×40㎜
■5scissors • SHT-Belt2・160g

SHT - Tall
JPY 12,000
■size：200×110×85㎜
■5scissors • SHT-Belt2・192g

■size：230×145×50㎜
■4scissors • SHT-Belt・165g

JPY 9,000
SHT-25

SHT- Rainbow

■size：195×115×70㎜
■5scissors • SHT-Belt2・253g

JPY 12,000

■size：210×120×65㎜
■5scissors • SHT-Belt・199g

JPY 10,800
SH - Legend

JPY 9,000
■size：190×115×40㎜
■4scissors • SH-Belt・123g

SH-05

Brush pouchTrimmer pouch
JPY 3,800 JPY 3,500JPY 3,500 JPY 3,500 JPY 3,000

SHT-21

size：D:40×W40mm

SHT- belt

color：BK•BW color：BK•Rcolor：BK•N•WH
(940mm) (1080mm)

SH- belt

(1080mm)

SHT- belt2

Black

Red

Brown

Brown

White

Black

RedRed Black Black

Black Black

Black
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3scissors fall prevention

■size：230×150×60㎜
■5scissors • SHT-Belt・285g

JPY 13,500
SHT-21

Natural

There is special processing to prevent
the scissors from falling off, and it can 
be disinfected and is clean.

There is special processing to prevent
the scissors from falling off, and it can 
be disinfected and is clean.

The bottoms of it are open, so hairs or
dust, ets will fall and to keep clean in side.
The bottoms of it are open, so hairs or
dust, ets will fall and to keep clean in side.

※No scissors are attached.※No scissors are attached.


